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This is a very solid work to examine the climate-harvest linkage which will have a wide
academic impact. I applaud the findings and great effort made by the authors. To improve
the paper, I would like share some of my comments as below.

The issue of representativeness in space is my first question. The paper has selected
several sites to indicate the harvest in Sweden, Switzerland, and Spain. Could the authors
give more explanations how these sites are representative to show the harvest conditions
of these three countries?

Second, I understand the data processing before the statistical analysis, such as detrend
and smooth. I just wonder how large is the difference between the results raw data and
processed data? If the authors use raw datasets, it will be also interesting to show human
factors behind the climate-harvest linkage.

Third, the harvest conditions are investigated by two indicators, tithe and yield ratio,
which have improved the findings currently made only according to yield ratios. However,
I would suggest the authors to add more explanations on these two indicators to which
extent they could be compared with each other.

Fourth, the authors used Granger Causality Analysis. This is a method very useful to check
the temporal patterns. Furthermore, the authors use correlation analysis as well. Is there
any other method potentially suitable for the study on climate-harvest linkage?

Fifth, I am very curious about the implication from your study on the past to current
societies under the warming threat. May I suggest the authors to share their views on the
practical implications to modern era?



I hope my comments could be useful. Thank you.
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